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Textured Light is a serial presentation of vertically oriented
wall-mounted light boxes. The boxes barely contain the party
within - nebulous bands of moving coloured light under a variety
of superimposed textures introduce an unexpected element of
tactility. Varied in effect, the textures on display in this exhibition
come from found objects, however these are no ordinary objects
– peacock plumes, white mink, pearls and Japanese fibre paper
are exotic and luxurious objects of desire. They are distinctly
feminine and associated with adornment and clothing. As well
as their tactile quality, the textures lend the works a sense of
warmth, intimacy - and fun - not usually associated with light
work, which can have a sanitised quality. Exhibited as boxes
of glowing textures these elegant wall-bound lights have an
architectural quality, akin to a votive niche, small window or other
aperture. This seems appropriate as the works offer viewers a
glimpse into another sensorial world.
ABOUT ALY INDERMUHLE
Indermühle’s artistic practice encompasses installation
artworks as seen in VIVID Light and The Australian Open 2017,
to smaller more intimate light works for the private sphere.
Colour, light, and line are explored in her creations as a means
of expressive and connective visual language. Her twenty-year
career has spanned multiple elements of film and television
production, to include 3D animation and theme park design.
Indermühle created and operated the Untied States Air Force’s
first full functional Animation Studio, was employed by MTV
Productions Switzerland developing films for the Mystery Park,
and now focuses on public and commercial Art/Sculptural Light
Installations in her artistic practice.
CONTACT
Louise Rush, Director
P: +61 (2) 9328 0922
louise@mcontemp.com

ABOUT .M CONTEMPORARY
.M Contemporary is a gallery space that aims to create a cross-cultural conversation through exhibiting and supporting emerging and established
artists from around the world. Since opening in Sydney in 2013, we have aimed to foster a strong appreciation for a new generation of Australian
artists and to expose them to a wide audience of both novice and established collectors.
.M Contemporary has a strong focus on supporting these artists’ ongoing presence through regular exhibitions and participation in international and
local art fairs.We see ourselves as progressive, diverse and all-encompassing, a place where artists are nurtured and supported while being exposed
to a far-reaching yet astute audience.
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